Let D be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C". We prove that for every θ-closed differential (0, q)-iorm f,q>l, with coefficients of class tf°°(D X D), and continuous in the set ~D XZ)\Δ(D), the equation ΘM = / admits a solution u with the same boundary regularity properties. As an application, we prove that certain ideals of analytic functions in strictly pseudoconvex domains are finitely generated.
In this paper, using the results from [2] , and the method of [6] , we prove the following theorem: M -f(s) = Σ (*i Θ vrelid showed in [5] , that if s e D is fixed and g 1? . .., g N G A(D) are such that { z e D|g 1 (z) = -= g^(z) = 0} = {s} and the germs of the functions g f . at 5 generate the ideal of germs at s of holomorphic functions which vanish at s, then every / ' G A(D) with f(s) = 0 can be written in the form for some f έ ^ A(D). In [4] , the validity of Theorem 2 was shown in the special case, when D = U-the unit disc in C-and under the additional assumption, that there exists a neighborhood FofΔ(3ί/)inί7X U such that g l9 ..., g N have no zeros in V Π (Q \ Δ(C/)). The proof given in [4] is different from that in the present paper.
It could seem unnatural to omit the boundary diagonal Δ(3D) from study. However, when /G A(D X D) and /|Λ(^) = 0, g,(z, s) = z z -j f ., i = 1,...,«, and then, as in [1] ,
M-(z,s) -Λ(z,ί) + Σ U -ί,)#-(^,*),
A: / = 1 k and so, setting 5 = z, we obtain therefore, the functions f t need not be in A(D X D), even if /G yl(Z) X Z>). In the sequel we will always assume that the considered domains are bounded. We will also use the following notations: Given a domain β c C n , we denote by Θ(D) the space of holomorphic functions in D, and by A(D) the algebra of all functions holomorphic in D and continuous in D.
If F(D) is a function space in the domain JD, and q = 1,2 ? . .., F Oq (D) denotes the space of all differential forms of type (0, q) with coefficients in F{D).
Given a set X, Δ( X) is a diagonal in the Cartesian product X X X This work was done during my stay at Sonderforschungsbereich "Theoretische Mathematik" at the University in Bonn. I would like to express my gratitude for the hospitality and support, given to me by this institution. I am also very indebted to I. Lieb and J. Michel for helpful discussions.
The solution of the 3-equatίon.
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1. Let D c C n be a strictly pseudoconvex domain, with the defining function σ, i.e. σ is of class Ή 2 and strictly plurisubharmonic in some neighborhood D of Z>, D = {z e D\σ{z) < 0}, and dσ(z) Φ 0 for z e 32λ For ε > 0, set τ ε (z,w) = σ(z) -f σ(w) -ε\z -w| 2 , (z 9 w) Gΰx D. Then, if ε is sufficiently close to zero, the domain G ε ={(z,w)Eί)x £>\τ ε (z, w) < 0} is strictly pseudoconvex in C 2n with the defining function τ ε . Moreover, ~D X 2) c G ε , and 3(2) Xfl)Π ΘG ε = Δ(3£>); therefore β c G ε (we recall that β = (ΰx Ϊ))\Δ(32))). It follows, that if t < 0 is sufficiently close to 0, the sets G eί = {(z,w) eΰx Z)|τ e (z,w) < t) are strictly pseudoconvex with ^2 boundary, and G e , c G ε ^ c G e for t < f < 0. Set E Btί = G ε , Π (ΰ X P).
We want to apply [2] , Theorem 2 to the domains E εr Note first, that if we define the mappings χ 7 : C" X C w , -* C n , i == 1,2, and χ 3 : C" X C" C"XC" by χ\z,w) = z, χ 2 (z,w) == w, and χ 3 (z,w) -(z,w), and set, for fixed ε > 0 and t < 0, ρ x == ρ 2 = σ, and ρ 3 = τ ε -ί, then Therefore, E ε , is a pseudoconvex polyhedron in the sense of [2] . We must also verify, that E et satisfies the assumptions (C) and (CR) from [2] , p. at a point (z,w)eί)xl) has the form
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where we have set σ, = dσ/dζ; and σ = 3σ/3f,. Since z Φ w for (z, w) e ιS 123 , this is true also for some neighborhood of S l23 . Moreover, (σ 1 (w) 9 . .. 9 σ n (w) 9 σγ(w),. ..,σ H (w)) Φ 0 for w e 3D, since dσ(vv) =£ 0 there. Therefore, in order to prove that the above matrix has rank 2 + 2m A = 2 + 2w, it is sufficent to show, that the vectors u = (σ 1 (w),...,σ ll (w), Oi(w),...,c^(w)) = (u^ΰj and u = (w x -z l9 . .. 9 
are linearly independent (over C) in some neighborhood of 5 123 . But if z 9 w e 3D and u = av for some α G C, a Φ 0, then u x = aυ λ and w x = av v Hence α is real. Therefore the vectors z -w and υ(w) = (σι(w),. .., σ^(w) ) (the normal vector to 3D at w) are linearly dependent over R, as the vectors in R 2w . This is impossible, if Z,WE 3D and z is sufficiently close to w, i.e. if t is sufficiently near 0. Hence, if we choose t sufficiently close to 0, vectors u and υ are linearly independent over C, for (z,w) in some neighborhood of S 123 , and thus the condition (CR) is satisfied.
In order to prove (2.2) in the case A = {1} and B = {2} (resp. B = {3}), it suffices to note, that S 12 = {(z,w) e dE εt \σ(z) = σ(w) = 0} and (σ x (w) 9 ...,σ M (w), σγ(w),...,σ^(w)) # 0 for w in a neighborhood of 3D (resp. that since
in some neighborhood of S 13 , provided that ε and t are sufficiently close toO). The verification of the condition (CR) for A = {2} is similar. We obtain therefore the following corollary, which is Theorem 2 from [2] in this special situation: COROLLARY 2.1. // D is as above, then there exist ε > 0 and t 0 < 0 such that for every t with t 0 < t < 0, for every q = 1,..., In, for every /e«Ό7£ ί>t )n«Ό,(lj with 9/=0, there exists « e «Ό«_ x (£ βi/ ) n Vfi-riEJ such that du=f.
In the next part of the proof of Theorem 1 we apply a method used in [6] . Consider first the case q > 2. Let / e <V? q (D X D) Π V Oq (Q) with 3/=0. Take a strictly increasing sequence {t n }™ =1 of negative real numbers, such that lim^^ t n = 0, and t λ > t 0 . Set E n = E εtn for simplicity. We shall construct a sequence {u n )"^ of differential forms such that (2.3) w^^J n V i W^ a Wn =/in£ n , and U n + l\E n _ 1 ~ U n\E n _ χ
Suppose that u l9 . .. 9 Define w w+± on £ w+1 by w w+1 = ϋ + 3(χw). Then w w+1 satisfies (2.3). Since U™= 1 E n = β, the desired solution u is defined by setting u = u n on 2? rt . Now let # = 1. We need some auxiliary approximation lemmas: LEMMA 
Let D, ε, t 0 be as in Corollary 2.1. Let t,t' <ER satisfy the condition t 0 < t' < t < 0. Then there exists a neighborhood U of E ε t such that every function f holomorphic in a neighborhood of E ε t , can be approximated on E ε t , by functions holomorphic in U.
Proof. By Theorems 4.3.2 andj^.4 of βj^it is sufficient to find a neighborhood U of E εt such that (E εtt )£ = E ε ^ where (E εt )^ denotes the holomorphic convex hull of E εt , in U. Fix t" such that t < t" < 0, and let D η = [z G D\σ(z) < η}. If η > 0 is sufficiently small, then ( =5, and hence
Moreover, (2-5) (GZ)a t , r = G^f. 
DuldDΠ
After N -1 steps, we obtain the decomposition
We return to the proof of Lemma 2.3. We can choose N 9 ε and the domains D t in Lemma 2.4 in such a way, that there exist t λ G R with t' < t λ < t (where / and t' are as in the assumption of Lemma 2.3), δ > 0, and υ l9 ... 9 υ N e C n 9 such that for every i = 1,...,N 9 for every s such that 0 < s <_Mhe set {(z + sυ i9 w)\(z 9 w) G {D t X Ί>) Π G ε ,} contains (5 X 5) Π G ε/i . Therefore, if /G ^(£ βf/ ) and /= Σ^LJ is the decomposition of / according to Lemma 2.4 , then the functions g iyS (z, w) = LJ(z -sv i9 w) are defined in the set (D' s Xΰ)Π G ε , χ , where D' s is some neighborhood of Z>, and g is -> / uniformly on (ΰ X ΰ) Π G βf/ as s -* 0. Given a function g s , we can apply the decomposition procedure, described in Lemma 2.4, but now with respect to the second group of variables, and with respect to the domain {D' s X D) Π G εt . We obtain then for some N' = N'(g is ) the decomposition g ts = Σj =ι Ljg is , where for j = 1,..., N', Ljg itS G A((D^ X Dj) Π G εh ), and Dj c C n is a strictly pseudoconvex domain such that Z> c D j and diamίθDXDy) < ε. We choose then t 2 with t f < t 2 < t x and shift the functions Ljg is similarly as above, but now with respect to the second group of variables, in order to approximate every function Ljg is uniformly on (D X D) Π G ε h by functions of the form h iJtStr (z 9 w) = Ljg is (z,w -ruj) 2 , we obtain the conclusion of Lemma 2.3.
Having proved Lemmas 2.2 ane 2.3, we can finish the proof of Theorem 1 for q = 1. Choose two sequences {t n } and {s n } of negative real numbers, such that t n , s n -> 0 as n -> oo, ί 0 < s 1? and s π < ί n < J Λ+1 , n = 1,2, Set E n = 2? ε ,, F M = E . We shall construct a sequence of functions {u n ) such that u n <Ξ ^°°(£J Π ^(^), 3w n =/onζ and the uniform norm ||w w+1 -u n \\f < 2~". Suppose that u l9 ...,u m are constructed. By 
The decomposition in the algebra A Q (D X D).
We prove here Theorem 2. The method of the proof is that used by Θvrelid [5] , therefore we give only the necessary modifications. It follows from the assumptions that at every point (z,ί)GΰXA the germs at (z,s) of the functions g z generate the ideal of germs at (z, s) of holomorphic functions vanishing on Δ(I>). Therefore, by [3] , Theorem 7. 2.9 , for every / e (A Q ) 0 (D X D) there exist functions (Rf) v . . .,(Rf) N (the closures in g), and let φ be a function in #°°(C 2/ί \Δ(3D)) such that 0 < φ < 1, φ = l outside W l9 and φ = 0 in W 2 . Set L r = {u e Vfi(D XD)Π % r (Q)\dfe % r {Q)} Define L% 0 < r,s, the operators 9 and'P r on U r similarly as in [5] , and let M s r = {k e L;|fc|^ = 0}, and k 0 = ΣfLxφφ/g, ® e, e L^ (here e v . .. 9 e N is some basis of C^). Using then Theorem 1 in place of Lemma 1 from [5] , we end the proof similarly as in [5] (of course, after the suitable change of notations, according to that given above; in particular, the functions g-and h i from the final part of the proof of [5] , Theorem 1 should be replaced by (S/)) and f t respectively). 
